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SUMMARY
This report presents a preliminary analysisof a solar high altitude powered platform(HAPP) applied
to a hypothetical mission. The Agricultural Research Service of The Umted States Department of
Aqri,'ut.'Jresupplied preliminary details of a missionto be flown over southern Arizona. Given the mission
sce'_ario,a time line of events was constructed and the vehicle's resoonse to mission requirements was
estimated.
A so:at remotely piloted high altitude powered platform (HAPP RPV) configuration analyzed in
previous studies was assumed for this anaFys_s,but it is not optimum for the mission. A smaller aircraft
could be designed to fly this much less demanding mission.
Conclusionsand recommendationsare presented which point to the need for developmentof a
system simulator. This valuable research and development tool could be used throughout the
development of a solar HAPP to assess interactionsof power train, airframe, meteorological, and mission
param:_ters.This simulaior could be s;sedlater during operations to assist in solving problems _.shasbeen
done wPh ground simulators for space missions.
,;
INTRODUCTION
This is the third in a series of studiesof solar powered aircraft. The first (Ref. 1) examined the
feasibility of solar powered aircraft and focused on identifying critical technologies which must be "_..-_
developed further if so!ar powered aircraft are to become a reality. The comprehensive methodology
developedduring the first study established th_ feasibilityof solar powered aircraft for certain missions.
The secondstudy(Ref. 2) examined variousstructuralschemesand identifiedcriticalstructural
technologieswhich mustbe developed. The presentstudyemphasizesthe overallconceptof mission
ooeratlonsof a solarHAPP. The mainproductis -_preliminarymissiontimelinethatidentifieseventswhich
musttake placeto accomplishan entiremission.The eventsinthe time lineand evaluationof interface_,
data and controllinks,and pe:ipheralequipmentprovide insightinto operationof the genericclassof high
altitude longenduranceaircraft.
,
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"r',..,,,,o re_.3_,7.......u,U,="":=u'-' a;uJ_yi;_u;iNu_ioiicweo in conducting,tne study. A Dnet revxewof previous
related work foJlowingthis introduction, describes the Solar HAPP including a functiona: arrangement of
subsystems and overall system performance. There follows a d_scription of the mission postulated by the ;.
Agricultural ResearchService of the U S Departmento! Agriculture A discussionof minion operations is
included
A mission tlme line is presented showirJg the time interval for each evenl and idenlifying
equipment and personnel required. Critical mission/payload/vehicle interfaces, including data and control
links, are discussed. A bdef estimate of peripheral equipment requirements is presented. The _eport
concludes with discussions of state-of-the-art considerations, conclusions and recommendations
Two appendices are attached. The first addresses the feasibility (,f adapting several currently
available, convent',onallypowered aircraft to perform a mission for a brief period of time. The second
presentsthe performancecapabilities of several currgntlyavailable, or soon to be available, sensors which
could be _Jsedfor surveillance missionsof the type modelled in this study.
A Short Story
It's 3:50 AM in Palestine, Texas, on May 21, 1992. A ten-minute warning prior to launch of the
world's first operational sola_ powered reconnaissance aircraft, Lockheed's ER-3, Solarstar I, has just
been given.
The day prior to launch, the ER-3 fuel cell reactant tanks were loaded with hydrogen and
oxygen-energy for the coming night's flight. This fuel cell charge cycle gave the ground controllers an
opportunityto complete a thorough preflight checkot the power train and other aircraft systems. Problems
crept in, of course, but the countdown allowed for their resolutionand several last minute adjustments.
The flight plan has been filedwith the FAA for a climbcorridorto the west from Palestinewitha
NOTAMed(Noticeto Airmen)temporaryrestrictedarea9.3 kilometers(5 nauticalmiles)wideand185.4 km
(100 nmi)longfor4 hourstonight.Dudngthistimethevehiclewillclimbto itsoperationalaltitudeof 20 km
(65 600 feet). Allthatis requirednow toactivatetheflightplan isa callto the nearestFAAfacility.They,in
turn,will notifyeachof the air trafficcontrol (ATC) facilitiesaffectedduringthe climboutthrough18.3 km
(60 000 ft). FortWorth Centerwillwatch the transitandwillhandoff to PhoenixCenterwho willmonitor
-.r )S:
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Soiarstar I dunng its mission even though the vehicle will be above their jurisdictional limit at 18 3 km
(60 000 ft). Solarstar I will also be carefully watched by military controllers who will interface on a daily
basis with USDA durin2 the mission. In keepingwith the FAA's concern that the climb through 5.8 km
(18 500 feet) be watchedby an airborne command pilot in visualcontact with Solarstar I, ,'wejet-powered
Capror_isailplanes are preflightedand availablefor the coming nJght'swork.
The ER-3, dubbed Solarstar I in a corporation-widenaming c,_" _¢tition earlier in the year, is
,.,rapped to its takeoff dolly just prior to launch. Asfinal check_" .,_completed, flight plan approval arrives
;ora launch at 4:00:00 AM. Preciselyon time, Solarstar I starts its takeoff roll behinda truck. Its propeller
is held fixed as the aircrafl moves forward on its dolly. When speed reaches about 6 mete_ per second
(20 feet per second), the straps are _eleasedand the ER-3 lifts off from _tstakeoff dolly Solarstar I points
_tsnose upward 22 o and climbs to an altitude of about 21 meters (7'0feet) on its instrumentedtowline. A
command is given and the 10 m (32.8 ft) propeller begins t_rning at 140 revolutions per minute. After a
quick check of motor status, the towline is dropped.
Solarstar ! is on i,s way. continuing its climb at a 22 o angle at 2.2 mps (440 feet per minute).
Because its powertrain is electric,itwill sustainthisclimbrate throughoutmostof the nextthree hours.
Reciprocatingand turbineengines take ambient air onboard for power generation. Electricmotorsare not
dependenton outsideair for powerand, therefore,theirpower outputduringa climbis only affected by
IowedngReynoldsnumbersat thepropeller.
It's 4:05 AM CDT, and the flight plan has been activated by Chase 1 which has the
command pilot aboard. BothChase 1 and Chase 2 have joined formation with S31arstar I, and the three
graceful birds soar into the night sky, only the noise of the Caproni's jet engines oreaking the silence. "i
Climb continues to 5.6 km (18 500 ft) some 27.5 km (17.1 statute miles) downrange within the first 40
minutes of the mission.
_L4._. FAA air trafficcontrol has shifted from PalestineFlightServiceto Fort Worth
Ce_er Low and now shiftsto Fort WorthCenter High. As ATC tranbfer is made, the Capronisbreak
formationand orbit at 5.6 kilometers(18 500 feet) whileSolarstar I continuesitsclimbto cruise altitude.
TheCapronipilotscan relax a bitnowafter keepingformationwithSolarstar I duringthe last40 minutes,
"rheirworkloadhas been quite highbecause of the differencein climbperformanceof the two aircraft
types. Solarstar I nowclimbsaloneintopositivecontrolai._pace. It is a quietnightand Fort WorthHigh
doesn'thave muchtraffic to reroute. Groundcrews are monitoringmotor power, temperature,shaft
3
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rotationspeed, _na gearbox temperature. Fuel_ell output power and reac-lantusage rates are also being
c_sely monitored to verify tueJcell efficiency and to assure that Solarstar I doesn't use too much "fuel"
prior to sunrise. Ground crews are also monitoring telemetered airspeed, attitude, and structural
deflection angles and rates along the w_ngspan Ground track information Js provRdedvia the Global
Positioning System (GPS) and inertial navigation to enable an estimate of wJndsaloft These accurately
measured,real-timewinddata are pad of the payoff to FAA for their participa;_on
_;;05:45AM CI:_T.."Trans World 568, this is Fort Worth High. PIp,ase turn right to one-two-zero
for traffic spacing. Traffic 1 O'Clock at 10 miles and climbing." "Fort Worth High, TW568. Rogp" turn to
one-two-zero. Traffic in sight passing through flight level three-five-zero now" "Roger, TW568. Resume
adginal heading after passing traffic."
6.'15.'l#_./M__.GJZ[.The RPV command pilot on the ground at Palestine calls Fort Worth Center:
"Fort Worth High, Solarstar I. Passing thluugh flight level six-zero-zero. Request frequency change.
Good day." "Solarstar I, Fort Worth High. Frequency change approved to Continental Control Area.
Good day and good luck."
_. Solarstar I is now 156 km (97 mi) west of Palestine, Texas, and has just
leveled off at its cruise altitude of 20 km and cruise speed of 27 mps (52.5 knots) on course to Phoenix.
The sun will rise in an hour and Solarstar I will automatically raise its wingtip solar collectors as power
simultaneously increases.
9:27:36 PM CDT. Sunset was at 7:30 PM at 20 km (65 600 ft) altitude when Solarstar I
resumed its nigh_imeconfigurationand decreased power to its nighttimecruisesetting. Solarstar I is '.
nowover Tombstone,Arizona,after about 16 hoursat cruisealtitude. Distancecoveredwas 1636 km
(1016 miles)for an averagezero-windspeed of 26 raps (50.6 kts). Solarstar I turnsnorthwesttoward
Tucson. The distanceof 111 km (69 mi) willbe covered in 1 hourand 8 minutesand Solarstar I willbe
turnedrightagainto headforPhoenix282 km (175 mi)away.
DII,Y_. It'snow7:28 AM MDT. Solarstar I has been in its nighttimeconfigurationsincesunset.
Groundcontrollersagainactivatethe pivotmechanismsat eachwingtipand cautiouslywatch structural
deflectionindicatorsand poweroutputto assurethat everythingisfunctioningsmoothly.Cruisepoweris
slowlyincreaseda!most40 % morethanthe nighttimevalueas theoutboardliftingportionsof thewingare
rotatedverticalto catchthesun's rays.
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_.U_L I ne sun is r=sangon Solarstar _as its subsystems checkouts are comp!eted after the
nighttime loiter over Phoenix. It turns southwest toward TUCSOnas its solar cells begin co!lecting sd,lar
energy. The payload has b6en sw!t".hedon just prior to sunnse and now begins painting,a multi-colored
swath on monitors at the centrally locatedcontrol station. All systems look nominal and Solarstar I now
begins earning its keel: ...
The foregoing narrative _llustrates some of the operahonal consideratio,_s which have been
_nvestigatedin detail in this study. This analysis is concerned with the app!ic_Ltionof a previously designed
solar HAPP to a specific mission. Included is a timeline, a discussion of critical mission/vehicle interfaces,
possible failure modes, conclusions, and recommendations for further study. Thi_ study has also
addressed the suitability of currently available space-qualified hardware to perform a hypothetical USDA
mission. Included also is a brief summary of the feasibility of currently available, conventionally powered
platforms to perform this missionfor shorter periods than the two months requiredfor the solar mission.
SOLAR HAPP SYSTEM DESCRIP3ION
The baseline airplane and subsystem configurations for this analysls are described in detail in
references 1 & 2. Figure 1 presents a general arrangementof the baseline vehicle used for this study. It
represents the Mk.21 configuration which was structurally analyzed in reference 2. This Lircraft was
nominally designed to lly for oneyear at 20 km (65 600 ft) over the Great Central Valley of Californiawith a
110kg (243 Ibf) payload
F_nctional Id_ntification of Subsystems
For thisanalysis,onboardequiprrent is identifiedby its relationto oneor moreof fivesubsystemsor ' ";"
functions:
1. Energy collectionand storage subsystem comprisingsolar cells, electrolyzer,
reactant stor._ge, fue; cell, and power cor_ditioner and associated controls
(Figures2 and 3).
2. Rotatingcomponents including motor, gearbox and propeller (Figures 2 and 3).
Items1 and 2 togethercomprise the complete power train.
3. Autopilotand systemmonitor includingelectronicsand actuatorsnecessaryfor
flightcontrolandsystemmonitoringfunctions.
t 4. Navigationsubsystem.
I
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5. Payload, sens(Jrs and equipment necessary to process and transmit mission data
to ground stations.
(
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FIGURE 1. BASELINE SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC HIGH ALTITUDE
p..OWERED PLATFORM (from reference 2).
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l'
when the airplane and subsystem configurations are refined, systematic funct,onal analyses can be
putformed which may result _na dffferen_functaonalarrangement. At this time, data transler and inte"faces
within the designated functions are not _denhfiedor discussed Also, anterfaceswith the power ous or
power conditioning are not discussed
i :t.; _o_'_] _ ................
; _ l&ectrol f fUEL _ : I I :
i,. '_l_j_! I CONDITIONERI_;'lk_ i :
•..' """-,,.,,.,__I / /" i_o_o_oE_.II _
_,_n_J.-; """ """ """'_ i lPAYLOAD!: :1 OUSE i ;"" U !
_{ SUN}_" '.-" i l I::_KEEPINGI:: "", ........... ;
"/5" ; ........... ; _"........... "_'3 &" 4"";
1
FIGURE 2. :_&B__IJ._a_[_LTITUDE POWERED PLATFORM POWER TR/MtN..
Ground equipment is divided into two groups. The first is the system monitor and con(rol made up
of equipment required for launch, mission control, mission system monitoring and recovery. The second
isthedata subsystemwhichcomprisesequipmentandsoftwarerequired to receiveand processdata from *'
the airplaneto prepare it for display and/or interrogation. Power tr;.in details are shown in Figure 3. The
functional arrangementof power train componentsis shown is Figure 4.
7
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FIGU,RE 4. HIGH ALTITUDE POWEREDPLATFORM SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONAL
ARRANGEMENT.
System Performance
i
The overaiiefficiencyof the solarpowerPa;nfromthe coi:_.¢t_c_,nof solarfluxto thepropelleris aL,out
5.6 % as itemizedinTable1 below. A completediscussionof the factorsaffectingperformanceof eachof if
thepowertraincomponentsisgiveninreference1.
System Design Features
Airplaneperformanceis given inTable 2 below. The data are extractedfrom reference1. The
solar HAPP has a fly-by-wirecontrolsystem and a _ongitudinallyfixedcenterof gravity(c.g.), although
c.g.variesverticallyfromdaytimeto nighttimeconfigurations.Primarynavigationwillbe throughthe useof
the Global PositioningSystem(GPS), and no _orovisionwillbe madefor onboarddata processingordata
storage.
9
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TABLE 1, pOWER TRAIN SYSTEM _Y_,
ITEP_ EFFICIENCY
= il Wl --
Sol_r Array PeakErflciency at Altitude 145 %
Power Conditioner 92 0
Electralyzer "7
Reactant Storage _ 56 0
FuelCell I
Motor/Controller/Gearbox 87 0
Propeller 86,0
OverallEfflc_ency 5 6 %
II I I
.T.AB_LE_
(_I-IARACTERPST1CS(FRGM REF. 1).
AIRPLANEPERFORMANCE
i i ii i • _w |
CRUISESPEED 52 KNOTS
ALTITUDE 6.3600 FEEl"
CRUISEPOWER 13 HORSEPOWER
GLIDERATIO
'_tlNGTIPSUP 24
WINGTIPSDOWN 30
CLIMBPERFORMAplCE
WINGTIPSUP 400 FEETPERMINUTE@52.5 KNOTS
WINGTIPSDOWN 440 FEETPERMINUTE@42.8 KNOTS
STALLSPEEDAT SEALEVEL 9.7 KNOTSWINGTIP_DOWN :,
_;ANEUVERABILITY "
HIN INUIH TURNRADIUS 5 WINGSPANS
BANK ANGLE 3.7 DEGREES
LANDINGPERFORMANCE
FINAI. GLIDEPATH 1.9 DEGREES
LANDINGROLLTO FULLSTOP 60 FEET
I II
MISSION DESCRIPTION
ThehypotheticalmissionrequirementspecifiedbytheU.S. Departmentof Agricultureisto acquire
surfacedatawith_ multi-spectralradiometricscanneralonga groundtrackfromanexperimentalfarmat
%
10
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Maricopa, Arizona, to Tucson, then southeast to Mr, Wrightson, via Tucson, and east to Tombstone,
Arizona. The HAPP will then turn around and re-trace th9 course to Maricopa via Tuc3on The HAPP wili
fly back and forth c_er this route, as shown in Figure 5, for 60 days, ;rom May 21st to July 20th
PHOENIX
_ SAN CARLOSLAKE\'_ GILA
. .... ,x._..\ _s200KM(120MI) _ SAN
r ?
"/I _TOI'IBSTONE
MT. WRIGHTSON _ "K.
FIGURE 5. USDA MISSION SCHEMATIC.
Data Requirements
Data in seven spectral bands are desired. The bands are listed ill Table 3 below.
TABI_E 3. SENSOR _;PECTRAL BANDS OF INTEREST IN THIS STUDY.
# BAND WAVELENGTH(NANOHETERS) DETECTS
i iii
1 BLUE 450 TO 520 AIR & WATERPOLLUTION
2 GREEN 520 TO 600
3 RED 630 TO 680 CHLOROPHYLLABSORPTION
4 NEAR IR 760 TO 800 VEGETATIONOENSITY
5 HID IR 1550 TO 1750
6 HID IR 2050 TO 2300
7 FAR IR 10500 TO 12500 VEGETATIONSTRESS
11 ,,
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Operations
The aircraft will be launched from Davis-Menthan AFB with alternate sites being Phoenix and
Tucson airports. Palestine,Texas, mentioned_nthe narrativeat the beginmngof tl_s report, is at)altemate
si_e. Palestine is the launch site lor meteorological balloons, and a s_zable database ot
micro-meteorologicaldata exists at that location. Its remotenessto the mission location makes closersites
attractive, however. Launch will occur about 4:00 AM on a clear, calm night. The !arge d=ameler
propellerwill be fixed in a horizontal positionand the aircraft will be towed on a dolly by a ground vehicle. At
lilt-off speed, straps holdingthe aircraft to the dolly will be released and the RPV will begin an initialclimb to
an altitude of approximately 21 3 meters (70 feet). The propeller will then be started and the aircraft will
bec_nits nlimJooutafter a brief power systemcheck. Climb to cruise altitudewill take about 2 1/2hours and
climbto 5.6 kilometers (18 500 feet) will take about three-quarters ot an hour. At this altitude, the lower
boundaryof positive controlled airspace, the chase planes can be recalled
MISSIONTIME UNE
Initial Conditions
In pruparationfor a mission,the solarHAPPwill be monitoredonthe launchdolly while _ is locatedin
protectedenclosurepriorto launch. The airplanewill be fixedto the dollywithtie downs. In addition,
mere will be launchingconnectionsthat willhold the launchdolly to the airplanewhileit is beingtowed.
Outriggerwheels or supportsmaybe requiredduringgroundhandlingand/ortakeoffto supportthe long,
droopingwingtips.
Benignweatherconditionsare requiredduring launch. Therefora,an adequateweather monitoring
predictionsystem mustbe organizedandspecificgo/no-goguidelinesestablished,as is done with
spacecraftlaunches. Favorablelaunchconditionsmustbepredictedbefore launchoperationsare begun.
At this point,flightplans,fortheHAPP andthechaseplanes,willbecoordinatedwithlocalcivilandmilitary
a_rtrafficcontrolagenc,.'s. Priorto launchthesepre-filed,or canned,flightplanswillbe activated.
Payloadsystemswill becheckedoutin flightas soonas the workloadpermits;however,they will not
be involvedin launchpreparations.Theywillbe groundtestedpriorto startof the launchoperationandwill
=_ requireattentionuntil they are activatedand tested inflight.
12
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Time Line Format
The essence of this study is the detailedtime linewhich is presentedin Table 4 Mission ev -ts are
shown in tabular form, so the time line can be used as a worksheet. The first column designates time
starting at zero and extending throughout the mission The time line is not complete enough for entries in
this column _t all mission phases. The second column is entitled "time interval" which is the time interval
required to complete the event. Many events are not time critical or the actual time could not be
determined until some ext; rnal factor has been established. For example, moving the vehicle from its
protective enclosure to the end of the runway can be determined only after the physical arrangements of
the launch station are established. These undeterminedtime intervals are markedwith an asterisk (*).
The third column is a descnptionof the events. The last column identifies the types of per;onnel
involvedwith the event. They are coded as follows:
LR Launch and recovery, airplane ground handling and towing crew, and service
technicians
FE Flightengineerin chargeof all airplaneoperationsand system rnonitodng
P Pilot(s) for takeoff, landing, flight operations and chase plane oporatio_
SD Sensor/data processing personnel responsible for data subsystem operations
This is a functional categorization and does not necessarily characterize actual persons. For
example, the autopilct may accomplish all takeoff and landing operationswithout anyone being involved in
actually flying the airplane. As the worksheet is developed in later studies, those functionswill be
consolidatedandwill eventually reflect the,actual persons involved in the mission.
Mission Phases
The missioncurrentlyenvisionedfor _lar HAPP canbe subdividedintodistinctphasesfor analysis.
• Pref:,ght preparations
( • I_aunch
13
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, Climb to cruiss =ltitude
• Transit to station
• Fly mission legs
• Transitback to base for recovery
• Des,.enl to landing
• Recovery
Eachphase is detailed in the time line inTable 4 below.
_,BLE 4. MISSIONTIME LINE.
TIME
1'IME INTERVAL DESCRIPTION PERSONNEL
Pref'li.___ght Preparati ons
* PreliminaryregionalweatherreportsfavorableFE
* CoordinateflightplanningwithFAA FE
* Checkcurrent andforecast weather sequence FE
reports at station closest to launchsite (and
look outthe window to verif_l)
Loadfuel cell reactants (hydrogen andoxygen) LR,FE _'":_
* Positionvehicle(onlaunchdolly) attheendof LR,FE
the runway i n preparation for takeoff
* Undeterminedtime interval
14
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TABLE 4. I'IlSSION TIME LINE.
TIF1E
rIME INTERVAL DESCRIPTION PERSONNEL
* Attach hedo,_'nstraps LP.,FE
* Posltlon launch to',,,/truckarldlay out tow cable LR,FE
Attachgroundpower unit
Activate rernol_control cockptt FE,P
Activate velncle fuel c.ell-supphed p,:,'_,,erbu_, FE
Energizeair vehicle control system FE
Checkout control system, r'emotecontrols _n,'l FE,P
data link to remotecockpit
Checkout payloadsystemandits datalink FE
(powerupandfunctioncoly)
V_.rifyunctioningofallformationa dnaviga- LR
tionlights
Launch
Launchchaseplane(s) P
CoordinatewithFAAforlaunchtimeandclimb- FE,P
outinstruct]or.s
Connectowlinetoaircraft LR
Start tow vehicleengine LR
Start NavigationSubsystem p
Disconnecttiedowns LR
Confi_'mpowerbusenergized& Disconnect FG,LR
GroundPowerUnit
Releaselaunchdollyc',:_,;]ndbrakes LR
* Unmter'minedtime interval
15 "(
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TABLE 4. MISSION TIME LINE. (continued)
TIME
TiVIE iNTERVkL DECCRIPTION PERSONNEL
i ml i .i
bAY.___L 'Start to_,,dngon pi lot's corr,mand P. LP.
lh sec
i0 I0 Liftoff F'
I0 sec
) 0.20 Remotep_lotestabhshesstable to,,/edchmb rate F'
: 030 Dollyisreleased_,'hensufflclenthelghtis P
reachedtopreYenthedollg trnmbounc]ngup
...._ :,,,.u.,.4thr -.,ehw]e
DO:SC Start ',/ehlclepov,'ertrain at 21.3 m (70 ft) P
_ulthprop feathered
15sac
D.O4.=_ CheckoutveNclepox'ortraln FE.P
15sec
001 Unfeather prop and releaseto',v'cable '.,/hen FE.P
vehicle thrust powerstabilizes
01:20 20sec
Start poweredclimbout P
ClimbtoCruiseMhtude
]oordinate with chaseplane(s) to check_ut auto F'.FE
riot
DAY._.__L500
0-06 Chaseandgroundp11otscoord',natewlthlocal F'
F_A:
--localdeparturecontrolafterlaunch
0.31 25 rain --swltchtocenterwhenreque,ted,o bydeparture ;,
control(before3 4 km (II000 ft))
17mln Monitoronboardsustemsthroughoutclimb FE,P
0:48 4Z rain Chasepilot(s)rr,afntainvisualcontactthrough P
5.6km (18 500 ft)
1:50 Continuechmb underinstrument flight rules to
1.5hours 18.4km (60 000 ft)
_:00 Switchtomilitaryflightcontrolfortherestof P
climbtocruisealtitudeof20kin(65 600 feet)
* Undelerminedtime interval
16 '_
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IABLE 4. MISSION TIME LINE. (continued)
TIM[
rIME INTERVALi DESCRIPTION PERSONNEL
i
CheckposmonandnavlgahonsystemoI:,eratlon F',FE
Loadstationcoordinatesinto navigationsystem F',FE
Checkoutalls_,nsorsystems FE
5 5E, As thesuncornesup,checkout thesolar energy FF
collectorsandelectroluzer
5 rnln
3 55 Switch to fully regenerativeinternal po'_.:er FE
FlqI'11ssionLeqs
_" Updatenavigationsystemwith groundstahon P
data(position fix)
FIytoinitialcoordinates P
Power updayandnight ser,sor.s FE
Checksensordatarelay to groundstation FE
As the]mtial point (IP) for the run approaches
internallogic.systemdeterminesthatallequip-
ment,datatransmission,a dpositionaresatis-:
factoryforadatarun
4.66hour'sStartfirstlegofm_saion P
P
When arrlvlngbackatthestard ngpOlnt,corn- ".._
rnencea 180 standardrat_turn andrepeat the
course. P
Powerdowndaylight._gstemassun._ets FE
TransitBacktoBaseforRecovery
_,heckpose.flur,accuracy(fix)andloadinrecov-
erystationcoordinates P
_ruise to recovery site at afavorablealtitude
forviridsaloft P
17 _'
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!TABLE 4. I'II,S,SION TIME LINE.
(continued)
TIME •
TIME INTI.ERYAL DESCRIPTION .. _ PERSONNEL/
Loiter ] [i 'v'tclnltyof rl:,Lo'i,,'erysite ijntll the IP
..,,eatheris favorable for rles,.-.entandlandlnq I
Descent
Launchchaseplane(s) P
Startdescentatma×imum descentrateof.51 P
raps(I000 fpm)
CoordinatewlthappropriateairtrafficcontrolP
facllityfordescent
55rain --militaryto183km(60000ft)
49.0mln --FAAcenterforsegmentbelow18 3 km
(60 000 ft)untilhand-offtoappro.uch
I8.5min controlwhenapproachingthealrportraffic
area
Pickupcha_eplane(s)at5 6 km (18 500 fl) p
Cont_huede_centtostraight--inapproach LR
Recovery
* Posltionrecoveryvehlclesneartherunway LR
EstablishvisualcontactbetweengroundstatlonP,FE
anda_rcraft
Establish1.9degreeghdeslopeforfihalap- p ., :,
_roach (
"eatherpropellerinhorizontalposIIionat30.5p
m (lOOn)
Useautolandforlanding p
Placeaircraftontodolly LR
_r
i
* Undeterminedtime interval
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CRITICAL INTERFACES
Mechanical and electrical design interfaces between subsystems and functions will be specified in
more detail as design of a solar HAPP evolves. Many of these design interfaces are critical to syste=_
operation. At this point in the conceptual design process, a much broader view of the interfaces is
appropriate. Critical mission/payload/vehicleinterfaces are situations where two fundamentally different
elements join at a common boundary. Additional information may be required to effect the ;nterface. The
following paragraphs describecritical interfaces.
Solar Flu_Solar Cell Interface
The amountof energycollected by the solararray, depends on the position of the sun relative
to the airplane, and on the configuration and flight path of the airplane. At times it will be desirable to
maximize the collectionof energy; at other times, it may be appropriate to operate at less than maximum
collection capability. The entire solar radiation environment is described in reference 1. Within limits,
system energy collection may be vaded by changing the configuration of the airplane (wingtips up or
down) and/or the flight path. In operation, the sun/solar cell interface can be managed to provide the
energy needsof ihe entire system. Decidingwhat to do at the momentwill often depend on where one is
with respect to variouscycles and a prediction of how the cycles (within"hetime line) will mesh in the
future.
System Monitoring/Designand Operational Limits Interface
All systemfunctionswill be monitoredso that the status of the entiresystem will be known at all
times. Eachmeasurementmustbeevaluatedbycomparisonwithpreset values or functions. A virtual
mini-'bureau ofstandards"databasemustbeestablishedforautomaticand/ormanualsystemmonitoring.
Many of the valuesor functionsinthe missiondatabaseare depender,ton missionva(iablessuchas time
of day, season, and missioncycles. Also, actions to be taken in a given situationwill depend on the
interrelationshipsof m'-cssionvariables.
19
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l he aircraft interface w:th its meteorological environment will affect mission performance at certain
timgs during the mission. As can be seen in Figure 6, winds aloft at this location (Tucson) can be
relatively benign du,ing the period of the mL_s_on. These data are from a large statist_al databasu ar_l
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FIGURE 6. AVERAGE AND MAXIMUM EXPECTED WINDS
P,LOFT AT TUCSON.
,:
are representative of long-term meteorological conditions (Rers 4 to 8). A minimum (bucket) exists in the
winds aloft curves be.Wveen17 and 24 km (55 760 and 78 720 ft) during most of a y_ar. This bucket shifts
up and down over the duration of the mission, but always exists in the altitude bands of interest for long
duration flight. Figure 7 shows the predominant wind direction will shift by 180 o from May to July. Winds
will blow from the west in May, fromthe south in June and from the east in July.
20 \
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Figure 8 presents a strong case that the planned daytime cruise speed of 27 mps (52 5 knots) is
adequate over the mission area from May to July. The 3amemay be sale of the nightt:mecruise speed of
22 raps (42.8 kts). Winds aloft can be expected to exceed these values less than 0.3 % of the time and
sufficientenergy margin should be planned to increase speed or seek a more favorable altitud9 during
these rare intervals.
Sensor/Data Proceulng Interfaco
Sensorswill be obtainingdata by sca,ming the ground. InformationinRef. 3 describes ant;cipzC_d
v'aJr_tio;_in the data because of sun cycle and viewing ar_dla. Some of these effects may be considered
in the data processingat the ground station.
Possible !nterface Failure ,Modes
i
The term failurewill be interpretedhere as anycircumstancewhichwouldimpairthe abilityof the
solar HAPP to accoml#ish its mission. In this context, the unique aerodynamic,aero,}lasticand ".
22 "
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FIGURE 8A. MAY WINDS ALOFT SPEED DISTRIBUTION OVER TUCSON.
structural configuration will present problems not usually seen in conventional aircraft. Although they are
discussed here, whether these problems cause failures remains difficult to predict because they are not
readily definable. More readily quantifiable problems involve the failure of onboard systems such as the
power train, the electrical system, and communication links.
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Aside fromthosecircumstancesbroughtaboutby the vehicle'sexceptionallylowwing loadingand
largevirtualmass,failure modesand techniquesfor recoveryshouldnot be appreciablydifferent from
those of any otherRPV. The wingloadingeffect willbe felt particularlyas the aircraftrespondsto both
windvelocityandgradients. This characteristicis not seen as a failure, but as a propertywhichmerits
unusuallycloseattentionfromthe remotepilot. Becauseof itsvery largevirtualmass,the aircraftwillbe
slow to respondto controlinputsat lowaltitudesand the remotepilot or autopilotsystemwill need to
respondquicklyto errorsignalswhiletheyarestillmanageable.
24
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Thu solar HAPP will be designed from the outset to be inherently stable abcut all thre._ of its
principal axes. Any minor upset in flightpath, except inthe spiral mode, will be correctable by the aircraft's
natural stability. In other words, tile remote pilors normal function most of the time will be to keep the
25 ,,
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aircraft trimmed rather than to fly ;_. ]he spiral stability mode car} be exDec:tpcltc_ran dro cn_,-,;_J.-,-,-,-_;^_
because the solar HAPP may be exc_ssi_aly unstable in this mode. Therefore, turns should be made
slowly and kept to shallow bank angles. An autop_!o!should be .,ncorporatedjr_the ai;crafl and used
whenever possible
,r-hesolar HAPP wil) also have jnique aeroelastic properties which are of particuParsignificance
because of the long wing_pan and low struct_,_.' _;':,tfnessof the hzghaspect ratio wing. Experience with
PROJECT SUNRISE solar powered vehicles of 1975/76 (Ref. =j should be notecl here On two
occasions, the vehicles suffered catastrophic structural failure from flutter induced by these same
characteristics This is not seen as a failure mode for solar HAPP but attention should be directed early in
the design process to providea suitable margin betweenthe solar HAPP'scruise speed and its flutter limit.
Suitablealgorithms will have to be built into any automatic control mechanismsused.
The foregoing describes those hazards to which a solar HAPP is exposed snrnplybecause of its
size, shape, flexibility and basic Gperatio,,al mode. These are hazards which cannot be etiminated by
careful design alone without impacting mission capability. Careful attention to the operating environment
andto pilot skill at all times will minimizethese hazards.
These failure modes just discussed are unique to solar HAPPs The next failure modes to be
discussed are characteristic of any type of aircraft and remedies can usually be effected by appropriate
action on the part of the remote pilot.
Five possible types of failure have been postulated during this study for the launch '.
phase. These are:
• Towline breaks or tow equipment loses power before propeller is
started. Pilotaction: RPieasetowline at aircr.,ff end. Don't start propeller.
Abodflightbyshuttingoff up-linkpowerandpermitaircrafto landstraighta, ,ead.
• Towline breaks or tow equipment loses power after propeller is
started. Pilotaction: Release towlineat the aircraft end. Depress nose of
aircraftto gain flyingspeed. If successful,proceedwith climbout. If not, abort
flightbyshuttingoffup-linkpowerand permitaircraftto landstraightahead.
• Loss of propulsive power. Pilotaction: Aborttiight. Depressnose to gain
flyingspeed. Try to bringpropellerto horizontalposition. Shutoff up-linkpower
26
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_nd n_rrni_ the, _ r_ra_' *,_ I_,_ _+,-,-,;,,,k, _k^._ ""--" ' ..... will bu ui nighl, alrcrarl.............. v ,_,*_, ,*LJr ,_l_llll QI IC;Gt_.J, _._11 I_,t;; IOtJIR.,ll
cannot be readily seen No attempt should be madeto return to the launch site.
• Loss of ground control up-link or catastrophic loss of electrical
power. Pilotaction: None. The aircraft should be pre-programrnedto land
automaticallystraight ahead, if the aircraft is not back on the ground after a
suitable time interval after failure has occured, it should self-destruct
(non-explosivelybycuttingbracing w,'es).
• Loss of ground control down-!ink. Pilot act;on: Same as for loss of
propulsive power abovu.
_. Three possible fail,ire modes have been postulated. These are:
• Loss of propulsive power, partial or complete. Pilot action: If enough
poweris availableto maintaincontrolin levelflight,try to bringthe aircraftback
overthelaunchsiteandholduntildaylight. Thendescendfora normalrecovery.
if controlcan be maintainedbutaltitudecannot,try to maneuverthe aircraftover
an unpopulatedarea and initiateits self-destructsequence. :
,
• Loss of ground control up-link or catastrophic loss of electrical
power. Pilotaction: None. The aircraftwill sell-destructafter a suitable interval
hastranspiredif power is notreinstated.
• Loss of ground control down-link. Pilot action: Same as for loss of
prcpulsivepower.
:_
Dur_ Severalfailuremodesexist. Three are postulatedhere:
• Loss of propulsive power. Pilotaction: If power lossoccursduringdayliQht
hours,bringthe aircraftbackoverthe launchsite andstarta no;realrecovery. If
lossoccursat night,lowerwincjtipsto horizontal(if they'renotalreadythere)and
try to remainairbomeuntildaybreak. Theneffecta normalrecovery. Ifthisis not
possible, maneuver the aircraft over an unpopulated area and initiate its
self-destructsequence.
• Loss of ground control up-link or catastrophic loss of electrical
power. Pilotaction: None. The aircraftwillserf-destructafter a suitableInterval
has passedfollowingfailureunlesspower is reinstated.
27
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daylight hours and the aircraft can be tracked by transponder or visually, bring at
back over the launch site and make a visual recovery. If tailure occurs at night and
the ai;craft can be tracked, bring it back over the launch site and hold until
daylighL ]-henm_ a normal visual recovery If the aircraft cannot bP.tracked or
seen visually, either during daylight hours or darkness, initiate _tsself-destrucl
sequence.
The final phase to be considered is recovery. The only failure mode of consequence during this
phase would be premature loss of propulsive power during letdown or final approach. In
this case, pilot actionwould be to keep the glidepath high and airspeed up and use spoiler a,_d/orthrott!e
control (if partial power remains) to maintain glidepat_,. If _ower fails completely during the approach in
spite of all other precautions, allowthe aircraft _olandstraight aheadw_thoutfurther pilot input.
DATA AND CONTROL LINKS
SolarHAPP communicationneedswere reviewedto establish tenative systems requirementsfor
the ground station communication links, data processing, and data stora0e. The following paragraphs
summarizethe results:
1. Ground Station Location: Preliminary analyses indicate that only one
groundstationwill be required. The microwavehorizonfor an aircraft at 20
kilometers (65600 feet) is over 480 kilometers (300 statute miles). At lower ' -,
frequencies, communications over greater distances are possible. Therefore,
sincethe longest mission !eg will I:,eless, it will be possible to have only one
ground statior, antenna. Further, if the solar HAPP can be launched from
Davis-MonthanAFB, Phoenix,or Tucson,simple relayswould be required for low
altitude operationsduring launchand recovery. These relays couldtake the form
of additionalpayload onone or more strategicallypositionedchaseplanes°
2. Communications Links: Three communicationslinkswill be required. The
firstwillbea GPS receivertocollectnavigationsignalsfromsatellites.The second
willbe twc-waycommunicationsantennasforsystemmonitoringandcontrolfrom
28 ,,
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pay!oaddata transmission.Morethan likely,two separate links withthe ground
stationwillbe required. A trade studywill be requiredto determineth6 optimum
system.
3. Data Prc,cessing: For simplicity and weight minimization of airborne
components,m!nimaldata processingwill be cloneonboard. The airbornepartof
the data subsystemw!ll be in continuouscontactwith the groundstationand
onboarddata process;ngwill be onlythat requiredfortransmissionto the ground
station. Dataprocessingand storagewillbe accomplishedat thegroundstation. )
Figure9 showsa schematicof thecommunicationslinks.
PERIPHERALEQUIPMENT
The equipment identifiedduring the developmentof the time line is listed in the followingfour
categories:
• Groundand Air TrafficControl
•- remotecontrolcockpit
• Launch andRecovery
- launchdolly
- launchtowvehicle
- tow cable
- chaseplanes -_
- outriggergear (wheelsor skids)if needed
• Preflight andOther Checkout
- groundpower unit
• Supportand Servicing
- hydrogenandoxygensupplyunits
- controlsystemcheckoutequipment
- payloadcheckoutequipment
- navigationsystemc|,,_ckoutequipment
- protectiveenclosure
l
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STATE-OF-THE-ARTCONSIDERATIONS
Projectedoperation of solar HAPP in the late 1980's or early 1990's is based on continued
advancementof thestate-of-the-artinseveralareas. Reference1discussesthe needfor advancementin
energy collectionand storage,thrust generatingcomponents,and airframe design. The need for
advancementis not so much in the operationalfeasibilityof the subsystemsor components,but in
weightreductionandreliabilityimprovementof integrateddesigns. Thereare twofacetsto advancingthe
3o
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Lstate-of-the-art. One is related to m_l_thinn c,_rnpnr_.'.n*S; th,_ _.,,_,-,. :3 "_J_'^_ ..... "-" .................. ..... , ,nL_u Lu ,e._.i_y utu design of Ine
comr_onents themselves.
Multiple duty cycles and meshing of duty cycles over :o_g missions complicates component
matching in energy collection and storage equipment. Design refiqements in the components
themselves must be keyed to this large low speed application. For example, design improvements in
large lightweight propellers can be made. Also, autopilot control algorithms for large, lightweight, slow
flying aaplanes are required. Improvements in the art of detailed modelling of large lightweight aircraft
structures are also required includingthe ability to analyze lhe desirabilityof dynamic soaring.
In addition to advancement in the state-of-the-art of airplane and subsystem design, it is necessary
to broaden existing knowledge of world-wide atmospheric conditions to predict high altitude turbulence
to assure adequate, but not excessive,structural design margins.
Figure 10 presents an overview of the components affected by these state-of-the-art
consideratiore in a solar HAPP.
CONCLUSIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions
Equipment and personnel functions associated with each event in the mission have been
identified. Additional information depends on configuration development, design refinement, and other
factors such as the physical arrangement of the operations. The time line worksheet can be used
to aid in the development of plans for any future work. ',,
System monitoring of onboard equipment results in broad operating conditions. Thus, in
monitoring the status of the component or system, adequate conditions at one point in the duty cycle
could be an indication of impending failure of a component or system at another point in its cycle. Also,
the action to be taken for any given situation is heavily dependent on the duty cycle. The monitoring
system will be a key element in the success of the operating system.
Communications links have been identified. Yet to be determined are the data
requirements for each link, so conceptual designs may follow which will meet
mission requirements.
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Component matchinq is reauired over a wide range of opP.r_tinge.nnditinns, as d,sc,Jssed _.n.
reference 1. Components must be properly matched to provide the best overall design. In actual
operation, the components will frequently be operating off their design points. Future investigations
must be broadened to include wider ranges of operations.
Reconlmendations
Investigati_n of the time line indicates a need to simulate operationof a solar HAPP to reveal how
various duty cycles mesh together. Fu=ther,investigationsreveal that a properly designed simulator could
also aid component design by eva;uat;nqproper component matching. The simulator would be updated
and refined as the design progressed and then would be used to evaluate breadboard and brassboard
equipment. Finally, tha simulator would oe u.;cd during operations by providing a standard for airborne
system monitoring. Thus, a simulator can be used starting with conceptual design and extending
through the operational phase It is recommended that :t simulator plan be developed and
work be initiated on the simulator.
Data rates onthe two-waycommunicationslink for system monitoringand control and the one-way
link for mission data should be determined as soon as possible. The amount of data handled by the
monitodng and contro=channel will depend to a great extent on the monitoring scheme used. As noted
previously, the monitoring system is a key element in successful operation of a solar HAPP. It is
recommended that a definitive payload and mission be used to perform an
airframe/power train/ configuration optimization to determine the degree of
inter-dependence of design variablec. This would provide a new baseline for simulator design
and subsystemevaluation. _..,
Models of the power train componentsexist and have operated in varioussystems, but the exact
combination of these components and duty cycles required by a solar HAPP have not I:}eentested. A
breadboard model of a solar HAFP is required to investigate interactions between components with
off-design point operations. Also, a solar HAPP must be designed for long periods of automonous
operations, and experier,ce must be gained in monitoring and automatic control of aircraft. It Is
recommended th_.t plans be made to build s breadboard of this subeystem. The plan
wouldincludeupdating to brassboardas actual compone_ts become available. The breadboardand
brassboardwill be operated in conjunctionwith the developmentof the simulatorpreviouslydiscussed.
Finally,a solarHAPPwouldbe groundandflighttestedwiththe aidof thesimulator.
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APPENDIX A
FEASIBII.ITY OF ADAPTING EXISTING AIF:TCRAF-rTO A NF:AR-TERM
.AGRICULTURAL. MISSION
Background
For the pa.gt ten years, industry and government hay6 been ._tudying the feasibility of observing
ground targets from remotely piloted, long durahon, high altitude ai,craft. Or:a m_ssion under
consideration during this period has been addressed in reference 10. Another has oeen addressed in
the main body of this report Because of the developmental nature o! the solar powerud airplane _ ",died
in this and other reports (Rers 1 and 2) and its h=ghcost, the advantages of high alhtude, long duration
surveillance of crops have not been demonstrated on a practical scale
Th:s appendix addresses the teasibility of modifying severat aircraft already in existence to
demonstrate crop surveillance in the manner stated in the body of this report. Existing aircraft power3d by
conventionally fueled engines cannot match th6 cruise endurance and altitude of a solar powered
airplane. Much could be done, however, to prove the concept of h_gh altitude long durahon flight by
operating a demonstrator below 20 km (65 600 ft) for periods c' "p to a week. A suitably modified existing
aircraft should ou equal to the task and it could be flown at a fraction of the cost and time require,J to
develop an operational solar powered airplane.
Mission Altitude " ""-
The target missionaltitude used here is 16.8 km (55 000 ft). One of the pdmary determinants ;_.the
sole ,-'tionof this altitude is the necessity to keep the aircraft clear of most c=vilianar,d military traffic. Such
traffic seldom operates above 13.7 km (45 000 ft) so the 3.1 km (10 00O ft) margin used here may be
excessive when the difficulties and costs of achieving it are considered.
Reaching and maintaining an altitude of 16.8 km (55 000 I1)for long periods of time, especially in an
aircraft net designed from the ground up to do so, implies extreme d.=fficulty.A,'titudes above 9.2 km (30
000 ft) to 12.2 km (40 000 ft) require particular attention to aerodynamic design.
I
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S,nce all traffic above 5.5 krn (18 000 ft) is under positive FAA control coordinating HAPP operation
wi[h _ha[of other traffic wou_abe a stmple matter,particularly tt the operahonwere to be relatively short,say
week. The vehicle will need to carry pcsition reporting equipmentso it should be ab!e to operate in traffic
just as any other controt_edaircraft. The 1968 coast-to-coast flight of the balloon, Double Eagle, was
carried out with complete safety partly becausethe a_rcre_,were ableto coordinatewith !ocal and regional
airtraffic controlfacilities alongthe route at altitudes much Iowe.rthan being discussed here. t
In summary, staying c'ear of other traffic in HAPPs does not have to be a significant problem, and
the operating altitude might be adjusted to as low as 12..2km (49 00Oft) if prudenceor pocketbook dictate.
FiguresA-la and b show the benefit of lowar altitudeoperation on endurar_e for the aircraft about to be
fiscussed.
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CandidateAirframes
Itvball I (shortforhigheyeball). The first candidateaMrame is a modificationof James R. Bede's
experimentalaround-the-world flyer, Love I (Ref. 11). Bede designed and 0uilt this aircraft in 1969 based
om_the widely used Schweizer 2-32 sailplane. Figure A-2 shows the general arrangement of the Love I
with recommended modifications. The present location of th;s aircraft is unknown; however, it may be in
one of the many small aviation museums in this country The Experimental Aircraft Association might be
ableto locatethisand other candidateaircraft. ""
InLove I, the Schweizer2-32 sailplanewas modifiedfor the around-the-world attempt by installing
a Teledyne Continental IO-360 rated at 168kw (225 horsepower) and normallyaspirated. Bede extended
thc wingspan sdghtly and sealed the interior of the wing to carry fuel. By adding two fuselage tanks for a
total of 2140 liters (565 gallons) and installing extensive navigation and life support equipment, Bede
hoped to fly af_.undtP,e world non-stop. These modMcationsincreased empty mass from around 318 kg
(700 Ibf) in the sailplane version to 884 kg (1950 Ibf). Gross takeoff mass rose comparably to 2399 kg
(5290 Ih).
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The calculations made during th,s study have assumed that both gross mass and aircraft
configuration would remain unchanged from the origmai Love i. Pdot, life suppo,1 systems and
navigationalequipmentwould be replaced by payload addrtiona!fuel and commun_catior_s,command and
control (C3) equipment With these modificahons,tnts aDrcr,{flwodld reach an initialceiling of 8 km (26 000
_} and an end-of..flightceiling of 13 1 km _4.3000 ft). rural endurance could be as h_ghas i10 ho_._rsztthe
mission profile _ncludedgradual climb to 12 2 km (40 000 I1)with fuel expenditure. This altitude band w_lt
conflict with airliner traffic operating altitudes Wind and turbulence data are already well established at
these altitudes, though Given the potentially high air traffic controller workload and the poor
meteorologicaldata return of this altitude band, this confiouration is somewhat less than suitable.
[,-lybatlII. This =sa modification of Hyl:}ailI. The original 10360 engine would be replaced by a
turbocharged engine of higher rating. The engine used for these calculations was the Lycoming
TIO-540-R rated at 261 kw (350 horsepower) at 4.6 km (15 000 ft) Other modifications would include
addition of 31 m (10 ft) to eacll wingtip which would increasewingspan to 23.5 m (77 ft) and aspect ratio to
28. In the production Schweizer 2-32, these figures are 17.4 m (57 ft) and 18.05, respectively. Two
external tanks would be added to increase tota! fuel load to 3654 I (965 gal). Takeoff gross mass would
increaseto 3719 kg _B200Ibt). In this configuration, Hyball II would be capable of attaining 10.1 krn (33
000 ft) in_dallyand 15.2 Km(50 000 ft) at the end-of-run 120 hourslater Leveling off al 12 2 km (40 000 ft)
and throttling back would increase enduranceto 142 hours with approximately 100 hours at 12.2 km (43
600 ft). Figure A-3 presents a general arrangementof this aircraft.
Since both Hvball ! and II would carry fuel in a wet wing. the basic wing structurewould have to be
modified to avoid :_xcesswing deflections. Lockheed Sunnyvale's experience with the Army/Lockheed
QT-2, which used unmodified Schweizer2-32 wings,was that the operating limit loadfactor had to be set ;...
at 2.5 to avoid excessive deflections. The wing on tha follow-on Lockheed Q-Star was s'_rengthenedas
that of the later Army/Lockheed'YO-3A. These modificationswere all madeat the Schweizerfactory in
the original2-32 jigs which should still be available.
40
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FIGUREA-3. HYBALLIIGENERALARRANGEMENT.
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I:J.V.J2_Jt.JU.This is a modification of the Rutan A_rcraftFactory Voyager whicl_nas been buitl Eofly
around the world non-stop. This tandem engine, twin boom canard conhgural_on of composJte
construction is capable of very high glide ratios and carries enough fuel to accorr,plish a worthwhile
remotely manned mtssion at h_ghaltitude. The engines to be usedon this aircrafl are liquid cooled and are
capable of being modified for high altitude fhghtby addition ot furbosuperchargers TeledyneCor_tmental
Motors, who are supplying the engines for this ai-craft, have suitable background _(, n'laka the
modifications. The general arrangement_sshown in Figure A..4
Enginescurrently installed in Voyager are a 75 kw (100 hp) liquid cooled IO.220 arl and a 149 kw
(200 hp) IO-330 forward. The forward engine would be replaced by a faired nosecone and the aft eng.ne
would have a turbosupercharger and radiatorsadded to it. These additionswould roughly triple the weight
of the normally aspirated forward engine. Endurance with these modifications would be around 210
hours ( 8 3/4 days). Init;al ceiling would be 9.8 km (32 000 It) and this would increaseto 16.2 km (53 O00
ft) as fuel burned off. Levelling off at 12.2 km (40 000 ft) would increase endurance to 275 hours (11 1/2
days) with 215hours (9days) at 12.2 km (40 000 ft).
Some caveats must be attached to use of Voyager for this mission. The aircraft has a mass of
5137 kg (11 326 Ibf) at full load AI an empty mass of 10S5kg (2392 Ibm)the structure will probably be
flexible and vulnerable to dynamic coupling among various structural components. The bending
frequency of the booms, whIch are also fuel tanks, may cause a problem with the tcrsional frequency of the
very narrow, thin wings to which they are attached. Any significant coupling of _hese structural
components coula prove disastrous. Another area of concern is the landing gear which are very fragile.
Any attempt to land shortly after takeoff might seriously damage or destroy the aircraft. Ir, the event of a
crash landing, the light structure and considerable fuel load might combine to cause a sizable .
conflagration.
Other exisitinghigh performancemotorsailpla_,,;cmay be candidates for this mission. Most are
constructed of composite materials which may make modilication more difficult than with more
conventionalmaterials. One candidateis the LockheedQ-Star (no publishedinformationexists)which
_rasthe company-ownedversion of the Army/LockheedQT-2 Quiet Reconnaissanceaimraft. Likethe
QT-2, this aircraftwas basedon the successful Schweizer2-32 sailplane. In its definitiveversion,
(}-Star was poweredby a CurtissWright RC-2 rotary engine drivinga large, multi-bladedpropeller
a'troughanover-cockpi;driveshaft.Thewingwasstrengthenedwithadditionalmainspargussetsto resist
higher bendingmoments expectedduringoperations. Q-Star is currentlyin retirementat the Hill
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Cc'-ntrt A,.,i_hen M,-se,Jm nea- Morg__n Hill. C._lifnrns_ The airframe has only 250 hours of fliqht time on ;t
so it is essentially new from the standpoint of wear and tear.
I
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FIGURE A-4. HYBALL III GENERAL ARRANGEMENT. '
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In order to accommodate the requiremems for th_smission, Q-Star would require new wings of
increased span with integral tuel tanks [he engine would be replaced with a Teledyne Continental
-ISIO-330.and the propeller would have to be redesignedfor the new fhght regime
The Army/Lockheed YO-3A Quiet Reconnaissance Aircraft ts another candidate for this mission
Modifications to it would be similar to those just discussed for Q-Star Several YO-3As are still flying
NASA Ames Flight Research Center has two which are used for airborne sound level measurements
around helicopters.
The Caoroni A-21J is another candidate for this mission. It is a high performance two-place
jet-powered sailplane with an installedengine lhrusl ol 899 N (202 Ibf). In this configuration, the A-21J is
reported,to havea ceiling of approximately15 km (49 000) feetand it carries 1531(42 gal)of fuel Fuel load
would have to increased considerably, of course, and the engine would have to be replaced by a
Teledyne Continental turbosupercharged engine driving a propeller. Lockheed-Georgia Company
presently owns an A-21J which is being used for low speed aerodynamic flight test at the University of
Mississippi'sRaspit researchfacility.
] he final candidate is :he Schweizer 2-37 which is the latest member of a long line of high
performance sailplanes. It is powered, but would need wing strengthening modifications _- previously
discussed to accommodatea wet wing.
in summary,severalpromising airframes existwhich couldbe modified to perform a rudimentary
missionand gather valuable operatingdata for application tc all highaltitude long endurance missions.
'1
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APPENDIX B
CANDIDATEPAYLOADS
The oroposed hypothetical missien will record agricultural data in several spectra in a 20 km (12.4
statute mile) swath alcng the flight path. The mission requires a remote sensor similar to that used by the
LANDSAT-4 satellite. It will be discussed shortly a=ongwith another sensor. The data for these two
sensors are presented here to i!lustrategeneral requirements and capabilities only and the reader should
not conclude that these two sensors are uniquely applicable to the mission discussed in this report•
Neither unit will meet all the USDA mission requirementswithout modification and additional development
work. However, the technology currentlyexists to develop a lightweight multi-speclral scanner in the 1988
to 1990 timeframe• It may be more economically feasible to modify an existing airborne system, though,
than to develop a new one•
The LANDSAT thematic mapperspectral bandsof primary interest are:
• Blue 450 to 520 nmforair andwater pollution
• Red 630 to 680 nm for chlorophyll absorption
• NearIR 760 to 900 nm for vegetationdensity
• Far IR 10500 to 12500nmforvegetationstress
These bands should be comparedto those in Table 3 in the mainbody of this reportto detprmine
the viabilityof this thematicmapper to meet manymissionneeds• Meetingall the requirementsof this
missionwillrequirea mufti-spectralscannersimilarto anADDS 1268 AirborneThematicMapperwhich is
manufacturedby DaedalusEnterprises,Incorporated,of AnnArbor,Michigan. The ADDS 1268 istypical
of multi-spectralscannersandweigPsabout91 kg(200 Ibf). It requiresabout1500 wattsof powerandthe
sensorfooal plane is liquidnitrogenc,.oledinthe far infraredband. This requirementforcoolingimposes
bothweightand sophisticationproblemswhich may prohibititsuse in the near-term,althoughbothare
presentlyaccountedfor insatelliteapplications.
A similarinstrument,with reducedweightandpowerrequirements,Is the airborneimagingscanner
!
t builtby Moniteq,Limited,of Canada. This sensoris an 8-channelthematic mapperdesignedto detect
( trace gases inthe 1000 to 2000 nmband(near infrared). It is significanto notethat the gimballedscan
45
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scan head and control system together weigh only 18 1 kg (40 Ibf) and use only 150watts of power It is
able to uoerate,at these lower n_Jmhp.mhr.,#limin:4hng__. the onboardhl_,-,I,_.,_.."_'_dy ,.._l;_,.-,,,..,_,.,,,..,,, , .3,'_',_,,,,_,.,.,_"'';'_ ,,,,,,-,we,,"_'.....
coolant for the focal plane The quality and accuracy of the data are less than that of the ADDS class
sensor and sensitivitysslower as well
Perhaps a more novel approach to consider is the us9 of video cameras instead of a scanner This
would mean limiting the data-gathering portion of the m_ss_onto wavelengths through tlqe near mtrared
region only, but would result in a much simplified design. Large advarses have been made _nthe
development of miniature CID and CCD television cameras in recent years and these cameras should
prove adequate for gathering information in the spectral band between 400 and 1100 nm. Very low power
would be required-about 3 watts, andweight would be around 1 kg (2 Ibf). Cameras with a resolutionof at
least 1045 by 1045 pixels should be available by 1988 if current development trends continue. Cameras
that operatewel! into the infraredspectrum may also be a possibility by the late 1980's
An alternate approach to the scanner system would use these CCD array video systems as
illustrated in Figu.'es -3.1_lndB-2 below. Figure B-1 is a block diagram of a video system using a single
intensified camera.
Multiple filters, rotated between the camer._ _ndlens, select the spectral band being viewed. One
frame of video data could be transmitted in 17 miiliseconds. The filters would be advanced to the next
band at the end of two frames, so that all five spectral bands could be viewed approximately six times a
second. The camera pod could be gimhalled and gravity-stabilized against aircraft roll, pitch and yaw
excursions. To achieve the requiredcoverage a_ongthe flight path, a slight lens angle adjustment mustbe
applied at 170 millisecond intervals. A system developed along these lines would weigh approximately ',
29.5 kg (65 Ibf) with a power demand of slightly more than 50 watts.
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FIGURE B-I, SINGLE CAMERA VIDEO HULTISPECTRAL
SENSOR SCHEMATIC.
FigureB-2 illustratesa similarsystemusingfive CCDcameras. This systemusesa separate camera .
"W
for each spectral channel. This greatlysimplifiesdevelopmentof the system. One channel may usean
intensifiercamera for nighttimeviewing and other channels may use less expensive cameras that are
useful only during daylight hours. Multiplecameras, each using selected narrow band lenses, allow
transmissionof video data continuouslyand simultaneouslyover all channels. This systemwouldhave a
massof about25 kg (55 Ibf)and wouldhave a powerdemandof around40 watts.
The major benefit derived from the systems outlined in Figures B-t and B-2 is that standard
commercial video equipment and monitors can be utilized at considerable cost savings over
space-qualifiedequipmentwithcooledfocalplanes. The major disadvantageof the CCD-CID systemsis
that a primaryband, thefar infraredchannelfrom10500to 12500 nm,cannotbe accommodated. Current
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FIGURE B-Z- MULTIPLE CAMERA VIDEO SPECTRAL II'IAGER
.(uses one camera for each spectral band)__
technology will not allow the two secondary channels in the mid-infrared band from 1550 to 1750 nm and
2050 to 2300 nm. However, this is likely to change prior to the first lhght of a solar HAPP in the early
199O's.
It appears feasible to merge a video system into the Moniteq scanner. This would increase the flexibilityof
the basic instrumentwith only a srn;_.llincrease inweight and power
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